Dual Channel DDR400 memory can balance the performance of the Intel® Pentium® 4 processor with 800 MHz front side bus.

Dual Channel DDR400 delivers an access path to system memory at a throughput that is equal to the 800 MHz front side bus on the Intel® Pentium® 4 Processor with Hyper-Threading Technology¹ for optimal platform performance.
Fast access to system memory is vital for the overall performance of the platform. On systems where the FSB and system memory bandwidth are not equal, certain memory-intensive applications are forced to “wait” while the system negotiates the “bandwidth bottlenecks,” resulting in slower performance.

Why Dual Channel DDR Memory? Dual Channel DDR400 is the highest performing PC platform memory architecture available in the market today. Intel designed the 875P, 865G, and 865PE chipsets to take full advantage of this new memory architecture by developing a dual channel memory interface on MCH that is optimized to be used by Pentium 800MHz FSB. With up to 6.4GB/s data transfer rates capability, Dual Channel DDR400 memory architecture balances the bandwidth capability of Intel Pentium 4 with 800 MHz FSB. The result is a balanced platform that is optimizes for memory demanding applications such as 3D graphics in advanced games, 3D modeling, high resolution video editing and playback in addition to other multi application and multi tasking applications.

Balanced Platform Benefits

There are many reasons why faster system memory will improve platform performance overall. Figure 2 illustrates the benefits of Dual Channel DDR400 and the balanced platform performance for 3D applications and high-resolution video graphics display, as configured with the Intel Pentium 4 processor with 800 MHz FSB and an AGP 8X graphics engine. The AGP graphics engine shares a portion of system memory for geometry, advanced textures, frame buffer and other graphics related activities. As users interact with 3D objects, the CPU quickly access the system memory, transfers the geometry data to its local memory and starts the computation of creating the new geometry data.

The new geometry data is then placed back into system memory for the AGP graphics engine to access. Having a high bandwidth, fast access to system memory from CPU and the AGP graphics engine becomes an important factor for high performing games and 3D modeling applications. Additionally, the AGP graphics engine uses a portion of system memory as its frame buffer memory for high resolution video editing and playback. Because dual...
channel DDR memory provides faster access to main memory, users benefit from improved frame rates and the smooth quality of high-resolution motion video playback.

**Flexible Memory Configurations**

Intel 875P, 865G, and 865PE chipsets support single and dual channel DDR400 and/or DDR333 memory configurations, as illustrated in Figure 4. DDR400, DDR333, or a mix of these memory speed DIMMs offers maximum flexibility in system manufacturing and configuration.

The MCH Intelligent Memory Manager in the Intel 875P, 865G, and 865PE chipsets automatically identifies the speed and placement of the DDR DIMMs, and applies the appropriate memory frequency and speed depending on the type and placement of the memory DIMM modules. This flexibility allows the system manufacturers and consumers to fully or partly populate system memory at the time of system purchase, and then upgrade the platform to take greater advantage of dual channel DDR to mainstream corporate and consumer markets.

**The Intel Advantage**

**Importance of Memory Controller Hub (MCH) Design**

**Signal Quality and Integrity**

Support for dual channel DDR memory resides inside the MCH in the Intel 875P, 865G and 865PE chipsets. Due to the extremely tight signal timing and the support for standard 4 layer circuit boards, more complex memory controllers are required to realize the memory performance of dual channel DDR. Additionally, to take full advantage of Intel Pentium 4 800 MHz FSB, the MCH needs to be designed to collaborate closely with the CPU, AGP, Memory, and the rest of the system.

**Packaging Design**

Dual channel DDR support requires nearly 18 percent more physical pins on the MCH packaging than a single channel DDR chipset. As a result, Intel paid special attention to the design of the MCH package to improve electrical and signal integrity for maximum system performance and reliability while supporting the standard lower cost industry standard 4 layer Printed Circuit Board Assembly (PCBA.)

**Design, Development, and Industry Support**

Intel is the leading manufacturer of chipsets, with over 20 years’ experience with innovative platform solutions. Intel designed the dual channel DDR memory interface architecture for the MCH used in 875P, 865G and 865PE chipsets to comply with the specifications developed by Intel and leading memory manufacturers. This ensures the highest reliability and optimal platform performance. To ensure availability of DDR 400 Memory, Intel worked closely with major memory suppliers on the specification and qualification of the memory module DIMMs. Intel’s own chipset platform validation and compliance testing assures that this new memory enables awesome performance and wide interoperability on Intel 875P, 865G, and 865PE chipset-based platforms.
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**Figure 4: Memory Configuration Flexibility with Dual Channel DDR**

**Figure 5: Dual channel DDR support packaging design challenges**
Competitive Advantage

The Intel 875P chipset is ideal for entry-level workstations and high-end desktops. It is the first Intel® chipset to support a new performance enhancement feature called Performance Acceleration Technology (PAT) for even higher platform performance. This technology was developed using Intel's advanced design, manufacturing, and testing processes.

A system based on an Intel 875P chipset will out-perform other Intel based entry-level workstation and high-end desktop platform solutions with exact same processor, memory, and peripherals. PAT delivers additional system-level performance by optimizing memory access between the processor and system memory on platforms configured with 800 MHz front side bus and DDR400 system memory. Figure 6 illustrates the performance of 875P with 865G using the same configuration as compared to 865PE with lower speed CPU.